ART OF WINNING

WE DON'T BUILD YOUR FUTURE, WE BUILD **YOU** FOR THE FUTURE
“WE ALL HAVE POSSIBILITIES WE DON’T KNOW ABOUT. WE CAN DO THINGS WE DON’T EVEN DREAM WE CAN DO.”

- Dale Carnegie
ART OF WINNING

Dr. Rajesh Kankavlikar Ph.D.
CEO of 'Art of Winning', Mumbai.
Leadership Trainer | Life Transformation Coach

“We don’t build your future, we build you for your future”
Dr. Rajesh Kankavlikar has conducted various training programs since 2008 to learn the Art of Personality Development. He has trained thousands of individuals so far.

- Trained by Landmark Education (USA)
- Neuro Linguistic Program (NLP.) from Dr. Richard Bandler (USA).
- An International Certified NLP Trainer.
- Selling & Marketing Skills by Shiv Khera.
- Success Principles by Jack Canfield.
- Personality Development & Public Speaking courses.
- 'Train the Trainer' Course from MITCON Institute, Pune.
- Bachelor's degree from Mithibai College, Mumbai.
- M.Phil. from The Open International University.
- Ph.D. from The Open International University.
He also conducts programs on Health and Fitness. He is into Body-Building since 2003 and a Black Belt in Karate too. Dr. Rajesh has trained many individuals for their Nutrition and Exercise. He has conducted programs for Schools, Colleges & Coaching Classes for making today's youth a better & a successful individual for the future. Thousands of people are benefitted by the training programs conducted by Dr. Rajesh Kankavlikar.

He is involved in social and charity activities & regularly donates to various charitable societies like Cry, Help-Age etc. He has voluntarily donated his blood on 33 occasions & has a goal of donating blood 200 times in his life span and make a Guinness World Record.
THIS IS WHAT WE DO FOR YOU

- Understanding your training objectives
- Refining the course programme and structure
- Our Approach
- Programme sign-off
- Mapping the material to your organisation
- Assessment and Feedback
- Delivery
We believe in delivering exactly what you are looking for, hence we provide customised training programs. The following list of training programs is just for reference...

- Excelling as a Manager Or Team Leader
- Motivation Training - Motivating Your Workforce
- Soft Skills
- Stress / Anger / Time Management
- Team Building - Developing High Performance Teams
- The Magic Of Strategic Selling
- Meditation & Wellness
- Time Management
- Communication Skills
- Outbound Trainings
- Glass Walk (Confidence Development)
- Leadership Skills
- Wealth/Money Management
- Health And Nutrition Management
- Goal Setting
- Brain Storming / Mind Mapping
- Needle Piercing & Fire Eating for Mind Power
OUR AREAS OF EXPERTISE

• Human Relation Management (Being Courteous / Kind)
• Public Speaking & Presentation Skills
• NLP (Nuero Linguistic Programming)
• Personality Development Programs (Children/Teens/Adults)
• Vision And Mission
• Law Of Attraction
• Breakthrough (Conquering Fear)
• Operational Training For Word and PPT (Basic)
• Setting Up a Training Or A Conference Room
• Health/Exercise Program for Long Sitting Hours (Core Strengthening)
• Basic Laptop/PC Operation
• Employment Engagement Programs / Fun at Work Program
• Life Coaching for Students
EASY OF LANGUAGE FOR BETTER UNDERSTANDING

Our Training Programs are conducted in 3 Languages

- ENGLISH
- HINDI
- MARATHI

*Ref contacts for more details*
GLIMPSES OF TRAINING PROGRAMS CONDUCTED BY DR. RAJESH KANKAVLIKAR
AOW – CRUSHED GLASS WALK SESSION

Through Glass walk session the goal is to Boost our energy level.
Happy Clients
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Godrej

ICICI

TATA

LIC

Bharat Petroleum

Mahaprabhu Police

Choudhari Yatra Company Pratibha Limited
TESTIMONIALS

I stood 1st in SSC Board exam and 11th in HSC Board exam. Now I am IPS. ART OF WINNING one day training is fabulous. I appeal everybody to attend it at least once in lifetime.

– Abhay Patil, ACP Commissioner Of Police, Hyderabad

I work for Mercedes Benz as Quality Control Manager. ART OF WINNING gave me the methods and techniques to make my dream become a reality. I was selected thrice in a short span on a special assignment to visit our head quarters in Germany.

-Ashutosh Navare, Quality Control Manager, Mercedes Benz

ART OF WINNING helped me to recognise my true ability. I left my teaching job and stepped out to become successful entrepreneur. In small duration I achieved many milestones in my life. Today I have Audi car, luxurious house and my turnover is in crores.

- Kishor Ahire, Businessman
CONTACT US

Mobile : 09819293179

Whatsapp : 09967296780

Email : rajeshkankavlikar@gmail.com
Website : www.artofwinning.in
THANK YOU